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Time Attendee Comment 

0:25  MaryW  what is their website?  

0:25  Truli C  www.essentia.ca  

0:26  AydaW  essentia.ca  

0:26  Carlos P  www.essentia.ca  

0:43  Michael T  1600 ft is at the bottom  

0:45  Truli C  piers.org  

0:50  Martha H  the sound keeps cutting out for 5-10 seconds  

0:55  Susan R  29kHz  

0:58  Jason Y  have glen disable his video .... might help with the bandwidth.  

0:59  Jason Y  thanks. we'll see if it works better.  

1:04  Carlos Perez:  When you say conductivity of the water. .. Is it pure water H2O?  

1:05  Carlos Perez:  Because pure water doesn't conduct electricity ... Sea or salted water does ...  

1:09  John R  What happens to water when exposed to 8 Hertz?  

1:15  Eileen B  Exactly. Distilled water contained in plastic ... hmmm.  

1:16  USPA  Please support USPA by becoming a Member, Being a Master Class Sponsor, and or making a  

  Donation, either one time or Monthly. psychotronics.org  

1:18  Brent R.:  7.83Hz makes water more biologically healthy for everyone and everything. it helps sustain a  

  biological normal within all organisms.  

1:30  AydaW  What are the measurements on the y?  

1:39  Eileen B  QUESTION: Re: Frequency Hopping Does DNA's Jumping Transposons playa role here?  

1:46  Libby R  Did you use genomic DNA or short synthetic DNA, and did you check how short repetitive  

  DNA sequences affect your results?  

1:46  TobyG  When can we all get together for a weekend plus and compare notes?  

1:46  TobyG  We need in person conferences.  

1:46  Jelissa G  Question: Have you tried it with zinc I was looking at a video the other day about the spark  

  of life during conception? it said zinc was released  

1:47  j t:  well that will be less and less possiable unless we refuse the regulation and segregation by  

  vaccine classification. of course we could just do it anyway.  

http://www.essentia.ca/
http://www.essentia.ca/


1:47  TobyG  Can we get a recent paper from Glen with all this written up with the references?  

1:48  John R  Have you experimented with Jon Bedini speakers?  

1:50  TobyG  Yes, just do it anyway. (conference)  

1:50  Eileen B  Can I structure water using a 7.83 tuning fork.  

1:51  Mary E  If you believe radionics aren't using scalar waves, what do you think they are?  

1:55  AydaW  Will you talk about Vogel crystals?  

1:56  Lynn P  Do you think that scalar energy is the same as Hieronymus "eloptic energy"?  

1:58  Brent R.:  Is Vivo water available in Florida?  

1:59  Diane S  Has anyone measured scalar waves produced by certain classical music compositions?  

1:59  Truli C  Yes, I live near Dunedin Florida and Ohana cafe has Vivo water.  

2:00  Mirto F  There is an interaction between scalar waves and primo vascular system?  

2:00  Arlene D  Have you used the OM frequency in any of your experiments?  

2:00  Eileen B  Shungite Water. Any comments?  

2:03  Allan P  Have you heard of George Yao's Pulsors? Thomas Bearden wrote a commentary on his  

  inventions  

2:04  Eileen B  cymatics?  

2:04  Allan P  Maybe I missed it, I joined late, b but why are cancelling fields produce scaler waves?  

2:06  j t:  harmonyproject.tv is cymantics applied to create foundations for harmonious communities.  

  method to apply earth grid/waveform/vibratory method for peace on earth. rumi-where  

  everything is music.  

2:06  John R  Dr. Andrija Puharich predicted that the future of medicine, all medicine in fact would be  

  dictated by the knowledge of what ELF does to all biological functions. He said that if you  
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  produce ELF waves in a range of one cycle per seconds to a 100 cycles per second, and if  

  you're accurate to decimals points, you can turn on or off any function of DNA that you want  

  to. Do you agree with this statement & has more research been done with this theory?  

2:06  Paul F  The Russians have been working with subtle energy generators for a long time. Have any of  

  the Russian generators tested in your system?  

2:07  Allan P  Bearden seemed to say that the interference of two wave patterns generated by or  

  originating from two different sources create scaler waves  

2:10  Eileen B  QUESTION: Is there a difference between ENTRAINMENT and RESONANCE?  

2:11  Paul F  Valerie hunt measured human aura and Valerie hunt and published the frequenciesShe  

  marketed a suite of very active mood -modulating cdx  

2:13  John R  thank you for asking my question. "  

2:13  Mirto F  Is there any interaction between scalar waves and primo vascular system? (Bong Han Kim)  

2:15  j t:  sturnhiemer in france. was able to influance plants with a 29sec sound entrainment burst.  

  the question i have is how did he find the frequencies of the target?  

2:16  Eileen B  QUESTION: How does our shrinking magnetic field affect resonance?  

2:16  Donia C  Anyone familiar with the BETAR Coil and how to use it?? It can be a pocket dowser. ..  

2:16  Ellen G  even a beginner like me finds this fascinating. So grateful to USPA for offering this forum.  

  many thanks  

2:17  j t:  all of this is just tech ways to do what we can biologicaly do with our natural abilities.  

2:17  j t:  chi gong. for example.  

2:18  John R  Can I get a link for donations?  

2:19  Ellen G  came across a bunch of scalar gadgets made by Filip Cerne from Slovenia sold on etsy of all  

  spaces  
2:20  Ellen G  etsy Seller is called Aplicum  

2:20  Daniel T  https:jjwww.psychotronics.orgjdonorsj  

2:20  Beverly R  To donate, go to psychotronics.org and then click on DONATE which appears in the bar  

  across the top of the website  

2:20  Eileen B  QUESTION: HOW DOES HUMIDITY INFLUENCE SCALAR WAVES?  

2:21  Eileen B  www.spaceweathernews.com  

2:22  Eileen B  Collective Trauma. Read I. Velikovsky's "Mankind in Amnesia."  

2:23  Eileen B  Wow.  

2:23  Michael T  Just intuition, but I would venture to say, yes, consciousness could conceivably effect the  

  schumann if it can impinge on small scale systems, as is observed in Psychokinesis research ...  

  ions ... gas particles ... subatomic scale ... etc  

2:25  Eileen B  Whoppee. I have that book!  

2:25  Allan P  Glenn  

2:25  Allan P  thankyou Glen  

2:25  Michael T  This has been fascinating and stimulating. Thank you Dr. Rein and big thank you to USPA for  

  organizing this and offering free seating! I gotta run. Be well everyone!  

2:26  Eileen B  THANK YOU GLEN REIN !!!!!! THANK YOU ESSENTIA!!!  

2:27  Jelissa G  thank you Q  

2:27  AydaW  THANK YOU VERY MUCH!  

2:27  Allan P  thanks Essentia  

2:27  Sky D  Honoring USPA all!  
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